SHERA Business Meeting Minutes - CAA 2019, New York

Discussion published by Yelena Kalinsky on Wednesday, February 27, 2019

Dear SHERA members,

SHERA recently held a business meeting at the CAA conference in New York, followed by a luncheon at the Russian Samovar. (Thanks go to Kristin Romberg and Corina Apostol for organizing!) The minutes from this meeting have been posted to H-SHERA. You can find them [here](https://networks.h-net.org/node/166842/discussions/3782606/shera-business-meeting-minutes-caa-2019-new-york) and under the SHERA Business Meeting Minutes link in the right-side menu on H-SHERA.

A couple of highlights for those who were unable to attend:

* The new SHERA Graduate Student / Independent Scholar Research Grant in the amount of $500 will be awarded to one graduate student or independent scholar member for research and/or study toward the completion of a thesis, dissertation, or publication. The deadline for application is April 1, 2019. Details will be posted soon to H-SHERA. Questions should be directed to shera.prizes@gmail.com.

* A list of Photography and Image Permissions Contacts has been posted on H-SHERA (Thanks to Margaret Samu for the initiative!) It can be found [here](https://networks.h-net.org/node/166842/discussions/3782606/shera-business-meeting-minutes-caa-2019-new-york) and in the H-SHERA right-side menu. We ask that members who have recently obtained images and/or permission to reproduce works from institutions of interest to our society please help us to maintain this resource by sending details to editorial-shera@mail.h-net.org.

* SHERA is considering a new publication initiative, which may take the form of an online peer-reviewed journal, an anthology of essays, a publication subvention, or something else. Any members who may be interested in serving in an editorial capacity or have ideas for a SHERA publication should please write to the Board at shera.artarchitecture@gmail.com.

More details on these and other matters are contained in the minutes linked above. The Board welcomes ideas, feedback, questions from members for how the society can better serve your professional needs. You can reach us at shera.artarchitecture@gmail.com.

Best wishes,

Yelena Kalinsky

H-SHERA listserv administrator